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INVENTORY

brick, each stone, every board and nail, had been put in
its planned place by human hands-not by all the hands
in the city, except in the primitive settlement, just by; a
few. And the net result at any time is not the sum lof
all the increments. There is nothing left of the little
blockhouse on the river bank; there is little that has en-
dured a century. Oxygen, sulphur, wind and rain sell
the city down the river. Maintenance begins even before
construction is completed.

Besides the structures of a city-or more broadly, of a
civilization-are its implements and furnishings, which
make the protective shells of walls and roofs the working
places and abodes of human beings, and in this end only
does the result of human labor finally acquire a value.

But with the consciousness of a living population come
new values-s-mtellectual, moral, esthetic, spiritual, A
library becomes more than cellulose and carbon, paintings
become more than pigments fixed in linoxyn, an altar more
than metal, stone, tallow and textiles. And these values,
too, must be continually renewed, for, in a sense, they
perish with each individual and must be revived in each
new generation, though something of every fine sensitivity
remains, as an example at least, for those who follow.

So the inventories, a century and a half apart, show
an impressive net accumulation, some good, some bad, and
the great middle class of things and people and ideas
which are not indifferent but are distinguished by their
dependability and usefulness.

And now there are some who preach a "new philoso-
phy," who feel that all that has gone before has failed.
Since, even among the "ideologists," there are differences
of opinion on what, if anything, is worth saving, it seems
that the only fair test would be to start from scratch.
How many of the most vocal-and least realistic-of the
pink-palmed crusaders for the "new order" would have
the hardihood or ability to survive, not to say prosper, if
set down on a knoll beside a river in a wilderness? (That
might not be such a bad idea. There are certainly enough
knolls and rivers and wilderness, some place for experi-
mental purposes.)

So we have a heritage, whether we received it individ-
ually from our fathers' wills or not, a heritage which
represents what our predecessors have produced in excess
of what they have consumed, plus a margin to cover the
ravages of time. Much of this accumulated value, tan-
gible and intangible, is now being destroyed. Sooner or
later, directly or indirectly, we also shall share that loss,
and must share in its restoration. It will not be easy or
pleasant but it will not be impossible if America has not
softened. A hundred and fiftY' years ago there was just
a blockhouse and a cluster of cabins where the little
monument now stands on East Third Street.

4?e
3

DEAN

GOWDY

THIS is the season of the year for inventories and the
casting of accounts. There is nothing new about a

New Year except the calendars, and any zero mark on
time is as transient as a scratch on a river. But, never-
theless, the first of January is, for most of us, individually
or in organized groups, a time for taking stock, compelled
perhaps by the dreary insistence of federal taxes, but be-
sides that, for our own guidance. We gauge success by
the balance in the black.

A year is a long time in the life of a child, it seems a
shorter and shorter period as one grows older, but it is just
a moment in the history of civilization and an infinitesimal
in geological change.

Just east of B'roadway on Third Street, there is a
m.onument which marks the site of Fort Washington, the
first permanent settlement established here about a cen-
tury and a half ago. The monument stands in a triangu-
lar addition to the roadway so that the flow of traffic is
not impeded, and those to whom seconds are important
are not inconvenienced to think in terms of many years.

From a drawing made in 1790, Fort Washington con-
sisted of four buildings enclosing a square and a triangu-
lar stockade attached to one side. Cabins of the early
settlers were doubtless in the near vicinity. There is no
definite mention in the early accounts that all construction
was accomplished on a forty-hour week.

Today the little monument is pathetically lost in a
great city. Little if anything tangible of that first set-
tlement still exists in recognizable form. Oxidation nat-
urally keeps the world from becoming too cluttered with
things which we would disdainfully call obsolete, except
when special care permits them to become antiques.

And yet, year by year, the city grew. It grew in pop-
ulation, in housing, in churches, schools, colleges, factor-
ies. It built its streets, its water system, its utilities.
It developed its music, its art, its literature.

The building of a city is an incredible thing. It would
be easier to believe that the Genie of Aladin's Lamp
caused a city to appear miraculously than that each
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MODERN COMMERCIAL AVIATION
Howard A. McGlasson
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation

Mr. McGlasson corrects- a popular belief concerning the use of
airplanes, and tells many interesting facts about their construction.

MANY people have the mistaken idea that air- been generally of one type, the Douglas D-C 3,
planes used on regularly scheduled passenger which has proved to be a very dependable and

flights comprise a large portion of the total civil satisfactory plane. With the advent of the Boeing
aircraft operated in this country. The truth is Stratoliner last year, commercial flying took on
that approximately three per cent act in the ca- a new aspect. In higher altitudes planes travel
pacity of scheduled passenger planes, while forty- more rapidly; storms, hail, rain and snow occur
two per cent are used on non-scheduled flights. less frequently, and mountains are avoided. The
Pleasure flying requires the largest percentage Boeing Stratoliner's pressurized cabin led the
of planes, namely forty-three per cent, but by no way into this new air lane of commercial aviation;
means does it demand the largest types. The however, the Lockheed XC-35 pioneered in this
remaining twelve per cent are employed for fed- field several years ago and forecast the use of
eral and state work and for flying in connection higher altitudes for flying.
with business .
. Data of but a fe:v .years ago shows what an COMFORT IMPORTANT
Important factor aviation has become as a means
of transportation. Some of the figures resulting Each year the general public is demanding more
from operation of planes for carrying passengers luxury, comfort and speed as an added attraction
and express amount to almost unbelievable totals. to travel; one of the first items a person thinks
In the ten year period from 1929 to 1939, the of in terms of luxury is size. In 1934 the gross
number of passengers carried increased from weight of passenger planes was approximately
160,000 to 1,870,000; with the present trend in 16,000 pounds with provisions for a useful load
1940 this number will probably be well over of about 5,000 pounds. Today these figures have
2,000,000. With this growth in passengers carried been increased to 70,000 pounds gross weight and
there was a corresponding increase in the average 22,000 pounds useful load. In the ships that are
trip per passenger up until 1937, in which year now on the drafting boards of many aircraft
432 miles was the average trip against 224 miles manufacturing plants, every possible item for the
in 1930. The fact that more people are using air comfort and convenience of passengers has been
transportation for shorter trips is shown in the included. Interiors have the beauty and harmony
decrease from the high in 1937 to an average trip of the most modern styles, while exteriors also
of 395 miles in 1939. are graceful in contour and all surfaces fade per-

The statistics above show advances resulting fectly into one another.
from the increased use of feeder lines from the Passengers alone do not make up the entire pay
smaller towns and cities to the large metropolitan load of a plane, as shown by the 9,450,000 pounds
terminals which are points on the routes of trans- of express carried in 1939. This figure shows a
continental planes. The insufficient number of remarkable increase when compared with 143,000
this type of line is obvious from a study of the pounds which were carried in 1931. Constantly
larger percentage of planes being used in non- on scheduled flights, planes carry serum and
scheduled flights. rare medicines, rush letters and parcels and aid

With the increase in the use of air travel, the in nationwide crises.
cost per mile has decreased to a point where it The work required to engineer a major size
is only slightly above that of privately owned transport is a mystery to the average public,
automobiles, depreciation and upkeep being taken hence a glimpse into the engineering department
into account. The estimated cost per mile in 1939 of a large company would be enlightening to most
was five cents. This amounts to a very substantial persons. The Lockheed Aircraft Company at the
reduction as compared with twelve cents in 1929. present time employs approximately 1200 persons
Since 1932 there has been only a slight decrease in their engineering department; the entire de-
amounting to a cent per mile, with about half of partment is broken into groups consisting of spe-
this reduction occurring in 1938. cialists in certain phases of the work. By no

Planes in use during the past few years have means are they all aeronautical engineers, since
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every type of engineering knowledge must go into
a modern airplane.

The shape or contour of the plane is conceived
in the minds of the aerodynamic and research
group. Size, horsepower, gross weight, altitude
or ceiling and speed are items which must be
determined here; then a model is constructed and
tested in a wind tunnel to predetermine the per-
formance of the new airplane. Many months of
work are required before the basic design is re-
leased to the final design groups. Air loads in
various conditions of flight must be determined
by this group; their data in turn are given to the
stress group as a guide in determining the
strength required of structural members. The
primary structure, consisting of wing, fuselage
and empennage, or tail surfaces, receives the first
consideration in the design groups. These groups
are concerned with strength, weight, production
and assembly of all the various parts. Each piece
must be as light as possible and yet fulfill its
special purpose. A huge sign hangs at the end
of the department bearing these words, "Have
You Saved Your Ounce Today?" It may seem that
an ounce is hardly worth thinking about when
compared to an airplane which will weigh twenty
tons, but each ounce saved means just that much
more payload, which is, after all, the main consid-
eration of the transport purchaser. If the airplane
isn't safe and cannot make money, nobody
wants it.

SIMPLE DESIGN IMPERATIVE
The location of each rivet that goes into these

huge ships has required thought on the part of
some draftsman, and in the assembly it must be
'driven by hand, so it also is imperative that the
design be as simple as possible; otherwise, the
cost of construction would lead to a prohibitive
price. A new operation which will do much to
reduce this cost is the spotwelding of aluminum
alloys and alclad sheets. In the past year tests
have proved that this method of joining sheer
metal is in many cases as satisfactory from a
strength standpoint as riveting, while the cost
per spotweld is only approximately one-fifth that
of a rivet. .

Into the structure must go plumbing for fuel,
oil and de-icer fluid. The new types are making
extensive use of hydraulic pressure to operate re-
tractable landing gear and flap and control sur-
faces. These hydraulic lines require the finest in
design and workmanship to withstand the tre-
rnendous pressure which must be exerted.

Mechanical, electrical and radio engineers play
no small part in the design of a new plane. Each
of these groups must fit its installations into the
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Lockheed B-14 Hudson Reconnaissance Bomb

structure as compactly as possible. All of these
groups must coordinate and work together so that
each item will be in the correct position to be
attached to some mating part that another group
has designed.

The production of aircraft is peculiar in
respect to all other types of manufacture, for
thousands of parts must be used in the making
of a single airplane. Still, production such as is
known in the automobile industry cannot be car-
ried on in aircraft construction, because of the
more limited number of individual parts required.
During 1940 automobile production amounted to
nearly 4,000,000 cars, but each of the separate
parts, of which there are very few when compared
with those on an airplane, could be stamped or
formed in large quantities. While many parts,
such as rivets, castings, forgings, pulleys and in-
struments are purchased, still there is a vast num-
ber of other parts which must be fabricated or
assembled by the company, particularly sheet
metal structures.

Some of these parts may be used in but one
application in an airplane. Many parts used are
right-handed, and left-handed, one part being a
mirror reflection of the other. These are required
because an airplane is built symmetrically about
the center line. As an example, modern airplanes
have tapered wings, usually of one airfoil section,
or form, where it attaches to the fuselage and of
another section at the tip of the wing. Each rib
that gives the wing its contour, therefore, is dif-
ferent from all the rest, and the ribs in the left
wing must be mirror reflections of those in the
right at the same location. Likewise, the fuselage,
whether circular or of some other cross section,
usually is small at the nose, reaching maximum
size just aft of the pilot's compartment and from
there tapering to the tail surface. In order to
produce this contour, each of the bulkhead rings
must be different from the others.

The cost of construction of steel precision dies
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to produce these parts would be prohibitive be- the check-ups, overhauls and inspections are not
cause of the limited quantity desired for most so frequent as when operating on the airlines of
types or models. The methods used to produce this country. Nevertheless, the fact that these
these parts is comparatively simple and relatively planes continue to give satisfactory service is a
inexpensive. A die block is made of the shape de- real credit to the design and construction of the
sired, and into it are cut the beads and lightening Hudsons.
holes. The die block is placed on the bed of the The conversion of the 14 to the Hudson was
press and a sheet of alclad, trimmed to a size done in a complete manner. All the furnishings of
required to produce the proper flange widths when the interior were removed to make quarters for
formed, is placed on the block and held in place the crew of five that man the plane. The nose
by dowel pins. Thick rubber slabs extending well baggage compartment was converted into the
beyond the edge of the block are then placed on gunner's station by replacing the nose baggage
top of the sheet and a huge hydraulic press forces door with a plexiglas covering and by installation
the rubber and sheet around the block so that the of a plexiglas panel in the center of the floor.
sheet assumes the desired form. The pilot's compartment was redesigned by re-

The sheets which feed the press are made to moving the co-pilot's seat and instruments and
the size and shape desired by an operation known by rearranging the instruments to form a pas-
as "routing." This consists in causing a rapidly sageway through the pilot's compartment to the
rotating vertical milling cutter to follow a fiber gunner's station in the nose.
composition block of the same size and shape as The baggage compartments in the bottom of
the part. By this operation several sheets are the ship were converted into a bomb compartment
trimmed simultaneously to the exact shape. and bomb doors were installed. The controls for

This process of forming in rubber, while pro- the doors and bomb release mechanism were
ducing the desired results, is nevertheless slow placed in the nos-e gunner's station and a gun
and requires careful trimming and locating of turret was installed just aft of the cabin door in
the sheet. Until the time when production reaches the fuselage. The new use of the plane and re-
a point where steel precision or mating dies may distribution of weight and loads on certain mem-
be employed profitably, this seems to be the most bers of the structure called for increased strength-
economical and satisfactory method of manufac- ening, while the cutti.ng of the openings of the
ture. turret and bomb doors required a redesign of sur-

rounding structure. Then the bright alclad sur-
COMMERCIAL AVIATION IN DEFENSE face was camouflaged on the top, and the under-

What part is commercial aviation going to as- side of the ship was painted a dull black for
sume in the present defense program? At the planes to be used in night flying, or blue for
present time this question constitutes one of the planes used in day flying.
major questions being asked. Can planes that are Many other types of planes now in commercial
used on commercial airlines be employed as war use can also be converted to meet the needs of
planes? The Lockhead 14 is an outstanding ex- preparedness and defense. Rarely can they be
ample of how commercial planes may be converted classed with the ships specifically designed for
into military planes. military purposes, but they do fit very well into

This plane of 17,500 pounds gross weight, is a a definite role in the program. Their use by the
fourteen place plane and is capable of speeds in R. A. F. is a testimony that their place and con-
excess of 250 miles per hour. The 14 was con- version is not merely theoretical.
verted into the Lockheed Hudson, which is now The future of commercial aviation is>becoming
being used by the Royal Air Force of England increasingly bright. With the increase in travel,
as a light reconnaissance and dive bomber, and of and the reduction in rates, more and more ships
which they have received a, considerable number. will be required to handle passengers and express.
The reports from R. A. F. indicate that this plane, More powerful and efficient engines lead the way
while built for commercial air transport work, to speeds which were merely dreams a few years
has stood up in wartime superbly. In patrol work ago. New alloys and materials promise even
they have been put to tests which no commercial greater pay loads and more efficient structures
plane is ever called upon to undergo. In one re- than are known today. Each day research engi-
port, an R. A. F. officer stated that he returned neers are finding ways to improve the airplanes
from a battle with two holes shot through the of tomorrow. Each day the future becomes
wings-holes large enough for a man to climb brighter for young men who have initiative, ideas

- through. and the love of adventure in hard work. They
Naturally, in service conditions such as these, will see their dreams take wings and fly.
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A GLANCE TOWARD CULTURE
Prof. Clyde W. Park

Reprinted from the Journal of Engineering Education, November, 19316,
through courtesy of the Society for Promotion of Engineering Education.

Many undergraduate engineering students are content to fill their college hours with study on purely technical
subjects, After graduation, however, they realize the true value of "cultural" studies. In this article, Professor
Park reports the conclusions reached by one senior class concerning the much-discussed question of culture.

RECENTLY, in a class of senior students, the the latest sesthetic craze. He is the sort of art
perennial question of cultural studies came critic described by Cortissoz, in "Art and Com-

up for discussion. Having reached the end of their mon Sense," as one who raves about the "correg-
stay in college, these men were interested in look- giosity of Correggio." According to one's point
ing back over the scholastic program which they of view, he may be classified as belonging either
had completed and in estimating its benefits. Their to the cognoscenti or the dilettanti. Like a cer-
criticism, although frank and outspoken, was not tain type of club woman pictured by Edith Whar-
narrow or unsympathetic. Mingled with some ton, he is one of those people who pursue culture
doubts and regrets concerning particular subjects in bands as though it were dangerous to meet it
was a sincere appreciation of the carefully plan- alone.
ned training which they had received in certain These two figures, representing a conscious
fundamentals. intellectual or sesthetic superiority, were set up

Of th .. tt d th t t ft during the preliminary discussion, and it was nec-e omISSIons regre e, e wo mos 0 en . .
t· d bli ki d "It I essary to knock them down before the dISCUSSIonmen lone were pu IC spea mg an cu ura ...
· " · .. could proceed. ThIS the class enjoyed doing. Itstudies, Inasmuch as this was an oral dISCUSSIon bIt the · t h th t h d· . ecame c ear a IS pom owever a we aand several men did some rather effective speak- 0 '.'.

· hil t t· thei h t · th fi t f been gather-ing, not so much Ideas concerning cul-mg w I e s a Ing elr s or comIngs, e rs 0 o. • ••

th t b t id f th t It ture as emotional reactions toward individualsese regre s may e se aSI e or e presen · d ith h th d h d h. · · . an groups WI w om e wor a some ow
IS Important, of course, and deserves consideration b · t d It d fai th t th. · .. ecome aSSOClae . seeme un aIr a esefor Its own sake, but It was not the point of major ..
. t t· the d b t ti f th objectionable persons should be allowed to monop-In eres In IS an su sequen mee ings 0 e. ...
I Th t d t d I E I· h b t th olize the term or to distort ItS real meanmg.c ass. e s u en s use ora ng IS, U e . . .

· hasi f thei discusai th b As we considered the subject In a more calmlymaIn emp aSIs 0 eIr IScuSSlon was e e- . o. •

ild . ti f" It " d It I analytical frame of mind we still found a var-ietyWI erlng ques Ion 0 cu ure an Cll ura . 0 • •

bi t of interpretations, but this time they were more
su jec s. · · T It · 01 thpromising. 0 some, cu ure was prrmarr y e

Obviously, a discussion cannot really begin until possession of knowledge, although the precise
there is a definition of terms, as a basis for what fields of subject matter were much disputed. To
lawyers call "a meeting of minds." It was here others, it was a developed capacity to appreciate.
that a real difficulty arose. The word "culture," Still others regarded it as a particularly rigorous
when used in a non-bacteriological sense, has ac- form of mental discipline. From the standpoint
quired so many connotations that one hesitates to of this last group the technical studies on which
use the term for fear of being misunderstood. To they had all been laboring were rated very high
some members of the class it suggested intellec- in cultural value.
tual snobbery associated with the popular use of These proposed explanations were next con-
such expressions as "highbrow" or intelligentsia. sidered in the light of a definition of "culture"
It was thus attached to an exclusive group of which was once given by former President Lowell
people who freely admit their superiority and of Harvard University. He said:
constantly voice their disdain for less favored Culture is enjoyment of the things that the
mortals, especially for practical people. To others world has agreed are beautiful; interest in the

• • 0 h d knowledge that mankind has found valuable;who took part In the dISCUSSIon, t e term ha and comprehension of the principles which the
more of an art emphasis. They pictured a type of race has accepted as true.
young man, perhaps not wholly imaginary, who It was clear that this definition indicated a cer-
dresses outlandishly, affects a mild bohemianism, tain validity in each of the tentative interpreta-
talks with something of a lisp or drawl, delights tions that had been suggested, since it regarded
in afternoon teas, and gushes effeminately over culture as a combination of knowledge, attitude,
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and intellectual or sesthetic experience. In our included, and that a monopoly of cultural benefit
discussion of the definition we noted particularly could not fairly be claimed for any particular
its recognition of several balanced elements in division of the field. For that matter, the divisions
culture, its insistence upon a willingness to learn themselves were not always easy to separate and
from tradition, and its suggestion of a branching to keep apart, nor did a strict confinement in
out into diversified areas of subject matter. water-tight compartments seem desirable. In con-

The usefulness of the definition was further trast with the assumed prevalence of specializa-
shown by the way in which it lent itself to expan- tion, we noted the recent growth of cooperative
sian. Upon examining its implications we found research, in which the efforts of several branches
clearly indicated a series of divisions which any of science are joined in the solution of a single
interested person might supply for himself, and problem. As we considered the divisions which
in terms' of which he might check his neglected neighbored one another, evidence of the essential
areas, or waiting opportunities. After a good deal unity of knowledge was always cutting across the
of deliberation over questions of omission, se- artificial barriers which had been erected between
quence, subordination, and phrasing, we arrived areas of subject matter.
at a compromise outline. The following is a History was given its central position and typo-
graphic _picture of our tentative expansion of the graphic emphasis because of its "common denomi-
definition. nator" relationship to all the other subjects. On

The Fine Arts the side of form, or style or presentation, its af-
Painting filiation with literature was evident, especially its
Sculpture nearness to essay and biography. Since history
Architecture provides not only a record but also an interpreta-
Decoration tion of backgrounds and events, its relationship
Music to art, literature, and philosophy seemed to us

Enjoyment 0 f important as its identification with knowledge.
the things that the Literature 'The assumption was, of course, that history, by
world has agreed Poetry reason of its manifold contacts, would be taught
are beautiful; Drama and studied with a broadly cultural outlook and

Fiction in a spirit of judicial impartiality.
E~say The more we considered the question of sub-
BIography jects and values, the more we became convinced
. that it was the spirit, rather than the content,

Hietoru which gave study its cultural importance. It ap-
. peared to us that certain subjects were more

Exact Scten~e likely of themselves to promise cultural develop-
Math.ematics ment, especially subjects which emphasized stand-
PhYSICS(Astronomy) ards and values and which stimulated the exercise
C~emistry of critical judgment. The humanities, including

. BIology (Botany, Zoology) such subjects as Philosophy, Economics, English,
Interest In the Geology German, Romance Languages and the Classics,

know~edge t hat .. seemed to have this emphasis to a marked degree.
mankind has found Approximate Science And yet, it was recognized that any of these po-
valuable; Psychol?gy tentially cultural subjects might be taught as

Ec~n~mIcs . something dry, exclusive and aloof, and in a spirit
Pol~tIcal ~cIence of narrowness and intellectual bigotry which
SOCIalSCIence would lead to the precise opposite of the liberal
. education with which they are traditionally as-

Philosopha: sociated. They need not and should not be popu-
., larized, pemmicanized, or otherwise devalued, but

Compre~en~Ion Log~c without sacrifice of scholarship they can be made
of . the principles EthICS . interesting through recognition of their contacts
which the race has JEsthetics with living subjects and issues. Only when they
accepted as true. . . are presented in this way do they deserve to be

Reliaiini called "The Humanities."

It was generally agreed that elements of cul- In our consideration of cultural subjects and
tural value might be found in all of the subjects (Continued on Page 30)
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FLUORESCENT LIGHTING
, Elmer C. Slaughter, E.E. '42

Meet the most outstanding recent development in illumination engineering. Cool and

remarkably efficient, fluorescent lamps are ideal for industry and beautiful for use in homes.

SINCE their introduction abo~t three years ture of fluorescent chemicals used in the tube.
~go, fluorescent lamps have enjoyed great pop- The tubes do not radiate any ultra-violet light

ularity, but as yet they have not come into gen- to the outside, because any radiation which is
eral usage in homes. The reason for this is that not transformed by the fluorescent material is
lamps for home lighting purposes should be in- stopped in its course by the soft glass of the tube.
corporated into specially designed fixtures, which The ballast used in connection with a fluores-
in :urn should harmonize with the home itself. cent lamp is exactly what the name implies. The
It IS deplorable that only a small percentage of negative resistance characteristic of the arc
the houses being built today are designed to take makes it necessary to provide some sort of con-
advantage of the properties of fluorescent lamps. trol to limit the current and to prevent the arc
This condition probably results from the fact
that architects and home builders are not suffi-
ciently familiar with the new lamps to feel com-
petent to use them.

The theory of the fluorescent lamp is simple
enough, for it consists merely of the combination
of a gas discharge tube (such as the familar neon
sign tube) and a light transformer. The bulb
itself is an evacuated glass tube into which has
been placed a trace of mercury; at the low pressure
existing in the tube, the mercury immediately
vaporizes. On the inside surface of the tube
is a thin coating of fluorescent material, and at
each end of the tube is a filament, similar to the ---- -.-.-.- ,.;.;.;.;.;.;;.;.;.:.;.,,=-:-:.-.

filament used in a radio tube. This filament does Courtesy-General Electric.

I10t burn all of the time and does not furnish any The Starting Switch.

useful light, but it is used merely to start the
lamp. from "running away with itself." If this con-

The operation of this new lamp is entirely trol were not provided, the arc would draw more
different from the operation of the incandescent and more current until the tube finally destroyed
lamp. When the lamp is turned on, current itself. Any alternating current impedance, such
flows through the starting switch and thence as resistance, inductance or capacity would per-
through the two filaments, heating them to a tem- form this function. Resistance is outlawed be-
perature great enough to cause the emission of cause it would consume power and reduce the
electrons. These electrons produce a partial ion- efficiency of the lamp. Capacity would work
ization of the mercury vapor, thus enabling a very nicely, but condensers of the size necessary
self-maintained gas discharge to pass when a would be too expensive; hence inductance is
high-voltage transient is applied by the starting chosen as the best ballast for the lamp. This
switch. type of ballast is cheap and consumes little power;

An arc through the tube produces radiant in addition, it provides the high transient voltage
energy, the majority of which is concentrated in necessary to start the tube. Since the inductive
the ultra-violet region. The fluorescent mater- ballast does not act as an impedance on direct-
ial coating the inside surface of the tube absorbs current circuits, fluorescent lamps have not been
the ultra-violet radiation and then radiates this used extensively on these circuits. For success-
energy in the form of visible light-hence the ful direct-current operation it is necessary to use
term "light transformer." The color of this the standard inductive ballast to provide the
visible light depends upon the particular mix- transient starting voltage, as well as resistive
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ballast to limit the operating current. As previ- Present switches are capable of standing up under
ously pointed out, the resistance reduces the about two million operations.
efficiency to a point where it is no longer more The switch itself is a miniature glow lamp.
economical than the incandescent lamp. Two electrodes, one plain and one a bimetallic

strip, are encased in a glass bulb along with a
STARTING SWITCH small quantity of a gas such as argon or neon.

In the development of the fluorescent lamp, When the lamp is first turned on, the full line
nothing was so troublesome as the starting switch. voltage existing across the starting switch initi-
The duty of the starting switch, as outlined be- ates a glow discharge between the switch elec-
fore, is to close the heating circuit for an instant trodes. The heat from this discharge causes the
when the lamp is first turned on, and to open the bimetallic electrode to bend, touching the other
circuit after the lamp begins to operate. In electrode and closing the circuit which heats the
addition to performing this function, the switch lamp filaments. At the same time, the glow dis-
must be very small and relatively cheap, because charge in the switch is extinguished, because the
a switch is necessary for each tube. Among the electrodes are short-circuited. With the glow
arrangements tried since the development of the discharge extinguished, the bimetallic strip cools
lamp were a thermostatic switch and a magnetic off and bends away from the plain electrode.
switch. The fact that most of the first switches This action opens the heating circuit and starts
were in the circuit electrically even after the the lamp from the high-voltage transient pro-
lamp was turned on was undesirable, because duced by the quick interruption of the heating
trouble in the switch stopped the lamp; also, current which flows through the ballast.
there was a constant loss of power in the switch. After the lamp is started, the voltage across

The switch used in the present form of the the starting switch is too low to initiate the glow
lamp has practically eliminated all of the original discharge in the switch, and consequently the
troubles. The switch, together with a small con- switch remains dormant while the lamp is in
denser to reduce radio interference, is encased in operation. The difference between the starting
a small metal can and is engaged in a small socket and the operating bulb voltage provides the rea-
on one of the lamp fastenings. This arrangement son for not using several lamps in parallel from
makes replacement a very simple operation. the same ballast. If such a connection were

Courtesy-General Electric.

Fluorescent lam ps answer the call for efficient lighting.
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made, one lamp would start first and lower the
voltage across the second to a value far below
that necessary for starting. It is to be noted
that if the lamp does not start the first time, the
starting switch operates again; consequently, if
a defective fluorescent lamp is switched on, the
starting switch will continue to operate periodi-
cally until the lamp starts, or until the starting
switch fails. Users of fluorescent lamps should
remember this fact, and if at any time a lamp
should fail to start within twenty or thirty sec-
onds, they should turn off the line switch in order
to save the starting switch. If several lamps are
operated from the same line switch, the starting
switch should be removed from the socket of a
defective lamp until that lamp has been replaced.

Fluorescent lamps have two important advan-
tages over incandescent lamps. In the first place,
the extended surface of the light source elimin-
ates the unpleasant glare associated with the con-
centrated light source of an incandescent lamp.
The second advantage is its greater efficiency
with the attendant reduction of radiant heat.
Because of the minimum production of heat, fluor-
escent light is generally termed "cold light."

A comparision of similar lamps is shown in
the table of a manufacturer's rating below.

Efficiency
Fluorescent (White) Rated Life Ballast Loss Output in in Lumens
Type in Hours in Watts Lumens per Watt

18" I5-watt . 2500 4.5 585 30.0
24" 20-watt 2500 4.5 900 36.5
36" 30-\vatt 2500 10.0 1450 36.2
48" 40-watt 2;500 13'.0 2100 39.5

Incandescent Rated Life Output in Efficiency in
Type in Hours Lumens Lumens per Watt

40-watt 1000 470 11.7
60-watt 1000 830 13.8

100-watt 750 1600 16.2
150-watt 750 2600 17.3

EFFICIENCY
From the table it can be seen that fluorescent

lamps are more than twice as efficient as incan-
descent lamps. However, the further advances
possible in lighting efficiency are enormous even
though the most efficient fluorescent lamp con-
verts only about 6 per cent of the input electrical
energy into light energy. The most efficient lamp
available commercially, the 1000-watt, water-
cooled mercury arc, has an efficiency of only 54
lumens per watt, or about 8.7 per cent. Effici-
encies of about a hundred lumens per watt, or
16 per cent, have been obtained on laboratory
models of sodium vapor lamps, but commercial
models do not approach that efficiency. In all
cases, it is to be remembered that the percentage
of input energy that is not converted into light
is converted into heat. In the case of fluorescent
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Fluorescent lamps brighten dark corners.

lamps, most of the heat is carried away by con-
duction and convection, while in the case of in-
candescent lamps most of the heat is radiated
from the bulb. This fact further enhances the
"cold light" impression given by fluorescent lamps.

Despite important savings in cost of operation
due to increased efficiency, fluorescent lamps are
not in all cases the cheapest of light sources. One
reason for this fact is that fluorescent lamps can-
not be obtained in the high output sizes in which
incandescent lamps are available. Another rea-
son is that fixtures and their installation for
fluorescent lamps are considerably more expen-
sive than those for incandescent lamps. This
condition will probably prevail until fixtures are
standardized and placed on mass production.
The manufacturers of fluorescent lamps are to
be complimented for selling only scientifically
designed, efficient "eye-saving" fixtures rather
than rushing the quick market available for cheap
inferior fixtures.

Another advantage of fluorescent tubes over
incandescent lamps is their relatively longer life.
The life of a fluorescent lamp is dependent partly
upon the frequency of starting-a factor which
does not affect the life of an incandescent lamp.
Nevertheless, in normal service, the lamps will.
have two or three times the life of an Incandescent
lamp; this longer life tends partly to offset the
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Fluorescent lamps,

with their "cold light,"

are kind to the

public's vision.

increased initial cost of the tubes. life of incandescent lamps increases with under-
As stated, the life of fluorescent lamps seems voltage, and decreases with overvoltage. On the

to be a function of the number of times the lamp other hand, the life of fluorescent tubes decreases
is started, rather than the actual length of time with both overvoltage and undervoltage, The
it is operating. If the lamp is turned on and normal variation of supply voltages on power
allowed to burn continuously, its life may exceed systems of this country, however, is not great
the rated 2500 hours. On, the other hand, if the enough to affect materially the life of either in-
lamp is turned on and off frequently, the life may candescent or fluorescent lamps. Variation of
be considerably less than the rated life; therefore, supply voltage has about the same effect on out-
the tubes cannot be adapted to flashing sign us- put for both types of lamps. Light output in-
age. The dependence of length of life on starting creases exponentially with supply voltage, but
frequency is readily explainable. When the efficiency is greater at undervoltage. At the
lamp is started, the tube is subjected to a high same time, it should be remembered that under-
voltage transient which accelerates the gas ions voltage may cause starting difficulties with fluor-
in the tube to a very high velocity. These ions escent tubes.
bombard the filaments, knocking off particles of
the active material from the filaments. The re- EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE
suIt of the loss of the active material is that the The external temperature needs more consid-
transient voltage necessary to start the tube is eration for the proper operation of fluorescent
increased until it finally exceeds the transient lamps than for incandescent lamps. For higher
supplied by the ballast at starting. The approach efficiency the fluorescent tube temperature should
of the failure of a tube is indicated by the for- be kept at 100°F. to 120°F.; this temperature is
mation of dark rings around the ends of the tube; attained in normal room temperatures of from
these dark rings are made up of the active ma- 70°F. to 80°F. At higher or lower temperatures,
terial which is knocked from the filaments. efficiency and output of the fluorescent tubes falls
Light output at the end of the rated life is about off. Care should be taken to design fixtures for
eighty per cent of the initial output. For this proper ventilation in high-temperature locations,
reason, the rated output given by the manufac- and for heat conservation at low-temperature
turer is the output after the first hundred hours locations. In properly designed fixtures, the
of operation, The actual output is quite high, the tubes have been used in exposed porch lights
but it falls off rapidly during the first hundred throughout the winter months.
hours of operation, then decreases slowly until A popular misconception leads the public to
the rated life is reached. believe that the effect of fluorescent lamps is dis-

The effect of supply voltage on the life of turbing to the vision. This would be true if the
fluorescent tubes is somewhat, different from its fluorescent materials did not have a persistence
effect on the Iif'e of incandescent lamps. The (Continued on Page 32)
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A REQUEST FOR BIOGRAPHICAL MATERIAL
This is a general letter addressed to colleagues of the late Dean Herman Schneider,

to students, to parents and employers of students, ~nd to others who knew him well.

There is no lack of documentary material concerning Dean Schneider's activities and
interests. His writings, his official correspondence and various other written or
printed records are available in a collection that seems fairly complete. But a biog-
raphy is more than a compilation of indispensable records or a chronology of im-
portant happenings. Events have significance because of the spirit and purpose,
the philosophy, and the personality behind them. It is true of biography no less
than fiction that incident is the illustration of character and that character is the
determination of incident.

In order to characterize his subject through illustrative incident, the writer must
depend upon supplementary matter not found in official records but drawn from
the recollections of innumerable acquaintances. A typical act, a bit of remembered
conversation, a letter too personal to be classed as official correspondence-these are
examples of side lights or "snapshots of personality" that have background value;
even if they are not used more directly. They may seem slight or trivial in them-
selves, but often it is the minor details that are the most revealing. In one way or
another such material serves to enrich the mosaic of biographical narrative. It can-
not be too plentiful.

Notwithstanding the greatest possible care in the assembling and interpreting of
material, it is almost inevitable that some shortcomings will be found in the finished
work, both by the author and by critics who have the advantage of detachment. If
it should develop belatedly that any inaccuracy or incompleteness had occurred through
some one's neglect to furnish needed information which he possessed, it would be a
matter for general regret.

To avoid as far as possible the risk of such omissions, I am requesting aid in advance
from everyone who may have something to contribute. Whether this message reaches
you directly or through bulletin-board notice, printed announcement, or word-of-
mouth report, please consider it an urgent invitation to,participate as well as a unique
opportunity to do something toward perpetuating Dean Schneiders' memory. Auto-
graph letters and other souvenirs will be returned if you so request. Material should
reach me, if possible, by January 25. In case you believe that an interview would be
desirable to supplement your written contribution, an immediate reply to that effect
will be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Clyde W. Park

Professor of English
College of Engineering and Commerce
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio
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AERIAL MAPPING WITH T. V. A.
Charles R. Nuckolls, C.E. '41

Last November. "Bob" Nuckolls received an ewerd for the best technical paper

presented ai' the national convention of A. S. C. E. His interesting article follows.

THE aerial mapping method of making prop- overlap of the pictures in the direction of flight
erty surveys was originated by the Tennessee is required to be at least sixty per cent and upon

Valley Authority in 1933, when the great amount adjacent trips at least fifty per cent. A contractor
of surveying and mapping which was demanded for such a job of photography must be able to
set a task never before accomplished by one fulfill all of these specifications as well as to pro-
agency in so short a time. To date, more than duce clear pictures.. The latter item necessarily
two million acres of land have been mapped for limits the actual working days for photography
land acquisition in the eleven reservoir areas. to clear days when clouds and mists will not in-
The results of this project show that the use of terfere with the clearness of the picture.
aerial photographs as a basis for maps in exten- The prints made from the developed film have
sive land surveys reduces the cost and time re- an approximate scale of one inch equal to 1250
quired to less than one-half that of ground esti- feet, and are referred to as contact prints. These
mates. contact prints are sent to the unit which indexes

IMPORTANCE OF CONTROL the prints and constructs a precise aerial mosaic.
Very important in the compilation of accurate The prints are pasted on a large board, with their

land maps from aerial photographs is a well bal-
anced and well distributed system of vertical and
horizontal control. Such a system was lacking
in the Tennessee Valley, and its establishment was
prerequisite to the aerial mapping program. In
conjunction with TVA, the Coast and Geodetic
Survey located a complete network of control
points. All horizontal TVA control points are
referred to one or more of the seven state coordi-
nate systems. When these points are described
by x and y coordinates, they may be plotted quick-
lyon the straight, right-angle grid projection of
their coordinate system, forming the necessary
framework for map compilation. The coordinate
systems are much more practical from an exten-
sive survey standpoint than the difficult and cum-
bersome geographic system of latitude and long-
itude.

To make control of maximum value for the
present as well as the future, a series of bulletins
is compiled, giving a written description and
the approximate map locations of all control
points in the Tennessee Valley. With such a map
containing an adequate number of control points,
field parties can accomplish surveys in a minimum
amount of time.

The reservoir area to be mapped is first photo-
graphed from an airplane, which takes pictures
in succeeding strips, and which flies at a constant
altitude of about twelve thousand feet at all times
to insure a uniform scale of the desired size. The
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A typical contact print.

relative positions being determined by matching
identical points. To minimize the errors, only
the central part of each print is used. Since
about seventy-five per cent of each print is cut
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away, one can readily see the necessity of taking same as the scale of a contact print. The photo-
the photographs in strips that overlap. At this graphic unit then may print up accurate maps for
stage of the work, use is made of control points, reconnaissance property surveys in the field.
roads streams and similar distinctive markers The absence of government land record plots
which have been located previously on a base on file in the Tennessee Valley necessitated the
board. preparation of preliminary property index maps

In the mapping office, the approximate buying before the regular property surveys could be or-
contour of the reservoir area, the preliminary
survey limit and all existing transverse control
lines are plotted onto the aerial mosaic. The
contour is obtained from maps previously made
by United States engineers; the survey limit is
indicated roughly as being one mile beyond the
contour. On another identical index mosaic a
control sheet plan is laid out, each sheet being
equivalent to a ground area twenty thousand feet
wide and from forty to fifty thousand feet long.
Control image points for primary photographic
control and for checking the photographs are
then indicated on the mosaic in their approximate
desired locations. The map itself is still approxi- o: ltd t I· f

ISPacemen ue 0 re Ie •mate, but its errors may be corrected.
With the information just sho~n, the ratios ganized. Reconnaissance is made by having a

for the scale of each photogra?h In the survey field man interview each property owner, obtain
area may be calculated, the ratio of those photo- his name secure the deed references and sketch
graphs having ~o control.points being dete:mined each tract of land on a contact print. The photo-
by methods of interpolation or by ?Omparison of graphs are constructed into a mosaic and the re-
distances between common Images In the overlap suIting information is traced to form the prelim-
areas. The ratio is the facto: of eI:largem:nt inary land index map.
which guides the photographer In mak~ng a pr int While the preliminary surveys are progressing,
conform to an exact scale. The requirement of photographs for the regular surveys are obtained
exact scale refers to an adopted da~um plane, at an enlarged scale of one inch equal to five hun-
which is usually the future pool elevation, If all dred feet by photographic reproduction. These
of the ground represented by the photograph we~e photographs are prepared by putting on them,
the same elevation as the adopted datum, .and If the photographic centers, the numbers of the
the airplane taking the pictures had zero tilt, the matching photographs, the primary control points
photographs will be accurate in scale. and the usable areas. The photographic center

_ of the picture is the geometric center. Primary
CORRECTION FOR DISPLACEMENT control points are encircled with black rings and

Actually no photograph can be referred to an given an identification number. The usable area
exact scale because of displacement due to relief of a photograph is the square portion in the cen-
of the ground. The accompanying figure illus- ter which is most accurate in scale and which can
trates this photographic error. Consider point A be used best as a mapping base.
-as a definite image such as a tree or a corner of a Secondary control points are then spotted and
barn. This point will appear as a, on the photo- encircled with red rings. These points, like those
graphic plate, and when the negative is referred for primary control, must be image points, but
to the datum plane, al will represent A as being they do not entail any field work. They are the
at AI. If there were no relief of the ground, means by which the photographs are linked to-
point A would be at Ao and would appear as gether : consequently, they must be well spaced
ao on the photographic plate. Thus a.a, is the throughout the overlap area of each picture. An
horizontal displacement error which actually image point in an overlap area is common to three
exists in the picture. This error complicates all or more pictures.
calculations for scale ratios, and its correction Control sheets made of expensive tracing cloth
constitutes the main task of the aerial mapping are constructed, containing a coordinate grid
method. When calculations for scale ratios are system drawn to a scale of one inch equal to five
completed, the map may be made more nearly the (Continued on Page 28)
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BEHIND THE GLAMOUR
David Goldsmith, M.E. 142

The writer takes us behind the scenes to reveal the engineering
exactness necessary to produce motion pictures of high quality.

TODAY, throughout the country, thousands of to be a simple accomplishment, but it is far from
people will see motion pictures. In their that.

search for entertainment, they will be unaware In the days of the early movies, Albert S.
of, and unconcerned with, the technical perfection Howell, co-founder of the Bell and Howell Com-
in the cinemachinery which necessarily had to pany, realized the need for standardization if
precede the glamour of the actress or the hand- the young industry was to prosper and grow.
some profile of the actor in the movie cycle. If In the course of years, this has taken place, but
the film breaks at that tense moment when the to treat each machine in its proper order in the
heroine is melting in the embrace of the hero, if
the beautiful epidermis of the leading lady is
blotched by poor film processing, if jitters or
flicker produce a headache or eyestrain, part of the
effect is destroyed and the entertainment value
of the picture decreases.

In the series of engineering developments that
have taken place in the last three decades, the com-
bined efforts of electrical, chemical, optical, me-
chanical, radio and other engineering groups
have been directed toward technical perfection
in motion pictures. The Bell and Howell Com-
pany of Chicago maintains the largest laboratory
in the world devoted exclusively to the problems
surrounding cinemachinery and the handling of
film. An understanding of these problems and
of the principles of motion pictures may increase
one's appreciation of them.

The most frequently publicized phase of the in-
dustry has to do with story writers, glamour girls,
big-name directors, bright lights and private
lives, which admittedly give the movie industry
its personality. But its foundation is composed
of the apparently less fascinating synchronous
operation of rotating gears, of chemical developer
solutions, of lens grinding machines and of the
multifarious slide-rule practices of the engineer
and technical worker.

STANDARDIZATION IMPORTANT

In order for a picture to appear to move, a
continuous series of individual pictures, each
showing an increment of motion, and each being
completely obliterated before the next one
appears, must be viewed in rapid succession. To
give the picture a voice it is necessary only to
have a vocal record synchronized with the motion
of the picture. In two sentences this may seem
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Film perforator.

process of making movies, rather than as an indi-
vidual, chronological development, may create a
clearer understanding.

On an acetate base resembling celluloid, the
film manufacturer places a coating of photosen-
sitive chemicals. The film is made in a contin-
uous strip 35 millimeters wide and is rolled on
spools. This prepares the film for perforating.
The perforator is a device for punching the holes
along the margin of the film. In these holes the
sprocket teeth in all subsequent mechanisms find
a purchase for driving the film. Since film is an
unstable medium, which is affected by moisture
and temperature, accurate perforations are es-
pecially necessary. Each picture on a strip of
film must bear exactly the same relation to each
adjacent picture that it bears to the others, in
order that there be no jitter or jump of the pic-
ture on the screen. If this jitter exists it may
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cause eye fatigue, which is not always conscious- At this point prints are made for purposes of
Iy perceptible. determining retakes and faults, but we will con-

The perforator consists of a punch, a pilot and sider a wholly imaginary case wherein the film
a die. The strip of film is fed into a closely is to be printed exactly as photographed. When-
machined passage, and the first set of four per- ever it is necessary to join together two pieces
forations on each side of one frame is made.
The film moves forward a distance equal to four
perforations and a pilot engages the previously
perforated section of the film as the punch cuts
the next four holes. Each set of holes provides a
gauging 'element. In spite of this care through-
out the filming and printing process, compensa-
tions must be made for the fact that the film
shrinks with age and with change of moisture
content. Each piece of cinemachinery is de-
signed so that within certain broad limits these
effects are minimized and eliminated.

The next mechanisms to handle the film are
the camera and recorder, which, in professional
use, are usually two separate units. In the cam-
era is a mechanism which moves a frame of film
into the photographing position at the aperture
while the shutter excludes the light. When the
film is at rest in the photographing position, the
shutter opens, exposing the scene. The light is
again excluded and a new frame moves forward.
In a good standard camera, perfect register is
accomplished. This is done by bringing the film
to rest in front of the aperture on two stationary
pins, thus assuring that the film is absolutely
still and in the same relative position as during
the previous exposures. Trick effects requiring
double exposures rely almost entirely on this
principle because the film must be run through
the camera more than once.

RECORDING OF SOUND
The sound is recorded on a different strip of

film from that on which the picture is recorded.
This is done because the problems are different
and because the operators of both pieces of
equipment have greater freedom of action.
Though an electrical circuit the voice sounds are
transformed to current pulsations which affect
the intensity of a light. This varying light is
projected on the film so that it gives different
film densities when developed. The sound track
on a 35 millimeter film is about a tenth of an
inch wide.

'I'he two strips of film, from the recorder and
from the camera, are developed. Large con-
tinuous developers handle many hundreds of feet
of film per hour. The film passes from tank to
tank on a system of guiding rollers. The de-
veloper solutions are automatically controlled so
that the fully processed negative film emerges
from the dryer to be placed on spools.
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Continuous automatic printer.

of film, a" splicer must be used. The splicer is
used in preparing the ends to be joined, and also
holds them in position while the film cement
makes the bond. In order to leave the operator's
hands free and to insure uniform pressure, the
plates holding the film are foot-operated. To
eliminate splices which might break in the thea-
ter and disrupt the show, the temperature of the
plates holding the film during the splicing have
thermostatically controlled electric units in them.

The sections of the film are spliced together and
the sound track is synchronized with the picture.
This means that the two strips are marked,
ordinarily with a notch or hole, so that a point
where the sound corresponds with the lip action
is known. A given sound on the track will not
appear on the finished print adjacent to the frame
"Therein that sound is pictured photographically,
but a number of frames in advance of it. This
separation facilitates the placing of the sound
head away from the intermittent mechanism of
the projector.

The latest major development in film printers
(Continued on Page 32)
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ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES
Eugene K. Feerer, M.E. '41

HERE again we have news as seen and heard junior class. Some countries are blessed with
. around the Quadrangle-the social life of the their "red shirts" or "black shirt" groups, but
engine school and what have you - Dr. Bird has his "white shirts." This method of

Well, first of all, we have the news that at a protective coloring proved to be the downfall to
recent meeting of the student heads of each de- the good Doctor's methods of recognition of talent
partmental group, Don Rindsberg, Senior Chemi- in his class by unique color schemes when his
cal Engineer, was unanimously chosen to head junior class reported one morning dressed in white
the annual Co-op Day celebration at U. C. Plans shirts andblouses-s-no colored ties, hair bows or
for the day and committee chairmen will be se- sweaters! The class informed Doctor Bird that'
lected this month. they were merely putting his teachings of organ-

George Dawson, Commercial Engineering Ju- ization into practice!
nior, was selected as chairman of the annual Mr. Liepmann, instructor in Aeronautical En-
Engineering Ball by the Tribunal. The dance was glneering, addressed the second section dinner
held on January 18, 1941, in the Great Hall of the meeting for the I. Ae. S. He discussed the Swiss
Union. Technical Institute, describing the curricula and

On November 16 and 17, 1940, the national con- social life there and comparing it with the Uni-
vention of the Civil Engineers was held in Cin- versity of Cincinnati.
cinnati with 17 chapters sending 128 delegates, Professor Joerger addressed 85 members of the
and with one female delegate from Purdue prov- second section A. S. M. E. at their dinner meeting
ing to be the main attraction. John Diehl, presi- early in December. Gene Feerer was acting
dent of the local A. S. C. E., was chairman of the chairman with Bob Doepken outlining the activ-
student convention. During the two-day business ities of the organization for the coming year.
session, the trend of discussion was concerning There was also a report of the Pi Tau Sigma con-
the co-op system of education and its advantages. venti on held in Iowa City during the first week
The merits of this type of education were also in November. This convention marked the 25th
boosted when the award for the best technical anniversary of the fraternity and was attended
paper presented at the convention was given to by Bob Doepken, Leo Wright, Tom Chappelle, Bob
Bob Nuckolls, representative of the local chapter, Hoffman and Gene Feerer from the local chapter.
for his paper, "Land Acquisition Mapping from The news of the convention limited itself to the
Aerial Photographs as Used by T.V.A." superb demonstration of hog-calling by Bob Hoff-

Doctor Bird is requesting an investigation into man, somewhere across the plains of Iowa while
the activities of his Business Administration en route early one morning.
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The A. I. E. E. had as their guests at their an- swell the cheering section for them. The games
nual skating party "The American Society of are held on Wednesday nights and are' open to
Suppressed Mechanical Engineers." The last the general public.
group is still questioning the decision of the judges Well, here we come to the chemicals-last but
who again gave the award for the most graceful not least! It seems they have been especially on
skater to Professor Hoffman. the up and up during the past few months, so we

Tau Beta Pi, national honorary engineering fra- thought we'd end up by giving all-the latest dope
ternity, recently held the initiation ceremony for on the test-tube bunch.
three members of the second section. Those hon- They started off the season by holding an
ored with membership in this organization were "A. I. Ch. E. Roundup" as a sendoff to the first
Warren Bailey, Aero.E.; Melvin Kemper, Ch.E.; section. With square dancing, apple-bobbing,
John P. Meyer, Ch.E. Professor Bird, after re- beer and what-have-you, everybody was pretty
ceiving a shining new "red fire truck," discussed glad to see the section end. However, Section II
the effects of egotism. President Doepken awarded came in for their share of the fun when they held
the Tau Beta Pi slide rule to Claude Emmerich for a "Barn Owl Brawl" at "The Barn" on December
having maintained the highest average of all fresh- 7. This party can just be described as an old-
man engineers during the past year. fashioned, well-known A. I. Ch. E. brawl; anyone

Delta Kappa Sigma, honorary civil engineer- who has ever been to one knows from experience
ing fraternity, held its Section I initiation at the just what they are!
Kemper Lane Hotel, and the Section II initiation The popular weekly lecture series is still being
at the Hotel Sinton. Keys were presented to the held on Friday noons with the usual crowds in
following: Seniors-Gordon Maham and Andrew the chemistry auditorium to see and hear such
Huber; Juniors-Bob Sale, Lewis Prescott, Bob speakers as Captain Albert Karger from the U. S.
Doerner, Leo Krapp, Arthur Brand, George Bul- Army Chemical Warfare Service; Roger Baker,
lock, Bob Kocher and George Weber. WLW Sports Announcer; Dr. Nelson Glueck,

Mr. Charles H~ffman, instructor in the speech noted archeologist, lecturer and author; Mr. Carl
department of the Liberal Arts College, spoke to K. Gieringer, electrical engineer; Marshall Louis
the feminine element of the engine school at the Schraffenberger, superintendent of the Cincin-
annual fall banquet of the Co-ep Club on Novem- nati Fire Prevention Bureau; Dr. Leon Schiff,
her 28. Dr. Bird awarded books given by Pi Chi Dean George Barbour, Dr. Harold Vinacke and
Epsilon to the girls who had excelled in scholar- Dr. H. B. Whaling from the university faculty.
ship in the four lower classes during the preceding This year the A. I. Ch. E. bunch has inaug-
year. In the case of the freshman, the award urated a series of Tuesday noon movies, which
was made on the basis of the preceding seven- are open to the public. About five each section
week period. Those girls to be honored in this are shown and include such topics as "Anti-
manner included Dawn Cornell, junior; Genevieve freeze," "Brewing of Beer," "March of Science,"
Smith, pre-junior; Ida Feldman, sophomore; "Story of Gasoline" and "Paper Making."
Betty Boulware, freshman. The Homecoming Parade also featured a float

The season for bowlers has arrived and Pi Tau by the A. I. Ch. E. machine. The float carica-
Sigma started it off with a party for each section. tured prominent deans and faculty members
With the female element present the score was playing football.
secondary, since the boys had more important The installation of the A. I. Ch. E. canteen on
topics to worry about. All effort is being made the third floor of the Chemistry Building is prov-
to groom a team of seniors to whip the faculty in ing to be a boon to the depraved engineers there.
the annual battle between the seniors and those At last they've found a room where they can dec-
who have led them astray for the past five (or orate to their heart's content with everything
six) years-anything goes! from Petty girls to pictures of President Roose-

With the inspiration of "Superman," the girls velt! The money from the sale of candy, soft
of Applied Arts and Business Administration are drinks and ice cream in the canteen is used for
combining strength to form a winning basketball two scholarships to be awarded to engineers of
team. Florence Endebrock and Ann Williams high ability.
are co-captains of the group including Ruth Do- In intramural sports, the A. I. Ch. E. proved
herty, Jane Manogue, Ruth Mueller, Micky Shaw, the champion of the bunch, .winning the finals of
Betty Mueller, Betty Loos, Viola Salovaara and the football series from the highly-touted Sigma
Marcia Baker. The girls extend a cordial invita- Chi team. Dick Rettig, intramural manager, was
tion to all engine school boys to come out and elected guard on the honorary all-university team.
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of 2537 Angstrom units. The device operates
by emitting rays which kill the bacteria in the
air and on nearby surfaces.

The generator producing these very desirable
rays is known as the "Sterilamp." Prior to its

THAT TOUGH STEAK
Albert Walker. Com.E. 143

The application of ultra-violet radiation to the combating of bacterial action finds a

new outlet in an improved method for increasing the palatability of tenderized meat.

IN the middle of the seventeenth century, Anton
Van Leeuwenhoek, a young Dutch linen-draper,

invented a device that startled the world-the
first microscope. Crude though it was, it brought
to the eyes of this astonished individual the world
of the microbe. Under the lenses, he saw that
water, milk and cheese were teeming with tiny
living organisms, which he called "animalcules."
Why they existed, he did not know, but he is
credited with the discovery of these minute or-
ganisms that have influenced the course of history
and have held in their grasp the destiny of peoples
and nations.

Nearly two centuries passed before men dis-
covered that these "animalcules" actually played
an important part in this world of ours. Among
the men who first led the fight against them,
Louis Pasteur stands out significantly. He estab-
lished the fact that fermentation, mold, decay and
disease were caused by bacteria. He was able to
do this in 1864, when the wine industry of France
was threatened to be ruined by some unknown
infection. Pasteur hunted down the offending
bacteria and found that by heating the wine for
a short length of time at a moderate temperature,
the bacteria could be killed without destroying
the flavor or the quality of the wine. Thus he
established the process known as "Pasteuriza-
tion." Later Lord Lister showed that carbolic
acid would prevent the spread of infection after
surgical operations; Ehrlich found that arsenic
compounds would attack syphilis germs. Still
later, Pasteur, Koch and Noguchi worked with
serums made from cultures of bacteria.

These three methods-heat, chemicals and
serums-have been man's means' of combating
the invisible host which constantly battles for
supremacy.

NEW MEANS OF CONTROL

Today science has an entirely new' means of
combating and controlling bacterial action. This
new method utilizes a range of ultra-violet radia-
tions from 2000 to 2950 Angstrom units (10-8
centimeters) in length, with over eighty per cent
of the radiant energy being produced in the region

20

Courtesy-News Edition. Industrial and Engineering Chemistry.

Examining a quarter of "Tenderayed" beef.

development, practically all of the ultra-violet
generators available were not suitable as bac-
tericidal agents because of the characteristics of
their radiations. Speaking of them collectively,
their output covered more of the ultra-violet field
than was necessary. Consequently, much of their
energy was used to produce radiations which were
either useless or detrimental in effect. Because of
their low efficiency in converting electric power
into bactericidal rays, these lamps operated at
high temperatures, gave copious output in the in-
fra-red and visible region and often produced
high concentrations of ozone.
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The high temperature at which these Iamps through an increase in tenderness and juiciness.
operated made their use in refrigerated spaces The process does in a few days the equivalent of
costly and impractical, and the accompanying "hanging" beef, which requires from four to six
infra-red rays adversely affected the material to
be sanitized. In addition, the accompanying heat
required that relatively long distances be main-
tained between the generators and the material
to be sanitized, a practice which resulted in a
decrease in the effectiveness of the shorter highly
bactericidal rays. Lastly, the ozone concentra-
tions produced by these generators were not only
toxic in their effects upon humans and, therefore,
a definite hazard, but they also adversely affected
many of the materials to be sanitized.

The problem at hand was divided in two parts:
First, the development of a generator of bacteri-
cidal ultra-violet energy with high efficiency, low
temperatures, a production of minimum ozone
concentration and inexpensive use; second, the
development of practical applications that' were
effective, economical and without the adverse ef-
fects of the previous ultra-violet ray generators.

After several years of experimental and re-
search work, Harvey C. Rentschler, Director of
Research, Westinghouse Lamp Division, and Rob-
ert F. James, Bacteriologist, brought forth the
"Sterilamp." The application of this lamp in
every field, except that pertaining to meat, is
known as the Rentschlerizing Process. In the
meat field, it was developed and named by the Courtesy-Westinghouse.

Kroger Grocery and Baking Company as the
Tenderay Process. "Sterilamps·· on the ceiling kill air-borne bacteria.

The Rentschlerizing Process can be used in
many different ways. At the present time, five weeks to produce meat of high quality and cor-
uses are: responding high price. By speeding up the reac-

(1) In meat storage refrigerators and show- tions in the beef, large capital investments and
cases (i. e. only the storage of meat) ; losses due to trimming and shrinkage are avoided.

(2) In the sanitization of drinking glasses; More important, a tender product of superior
(3) In bakeries; juiciness can be produced.
(4) In hospitals; Beef is made up of small muscle fibers, 1/500
(5) In the reduction of air-borne contamina- inch in diameter and 1/2 inch in length. These

tion. fibers are joined together by a connective tissue
composed principally of collagen and elastin. The

PROCESS TENDERIZES MEAT toughness of beef is caused for the most part by
In all of these applications, the Sterilamp is used the toughness of this tissue; softening or weaken-

to kill air-borne bacteria, mold spores and disease ing of this tissue results in an increase in tender-
germs. However, the first application is of great- ness. During "hanging" a slow softening of the
est interest at the present time, because it has connective tissue occurs through the action of the
been developed from a meat storage process to enzymes naturally present. At chill storage tem-
one of tenderizing meat. This development has peratures (33° to 38° F.) the reaction proceeds
been carried out under the auspices of the Kroger very slowly. A rise in temperature accelerates this
Food Foundation, through a fellowship which reaction so much that at 55° F. uniform tender-
was established to deal with naturally occurring ness is attained in five days and at 65° F., in two
problems in the retail merchandizing of meat. days, instead of the usual period of weeks at 33° F.

Three and a half years of research resulted in This rise in temperature is accompanied by a
the development of a practical process which per- higher humidity range, which is maintained for
mits an improvement in the palatability of beef (Continued. on Page 29)
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CAREERS IN METALLURGY
Dawn Corneil, Bus.Ad. 142

Metallurgy, though not new. is being newly discovered by engineering students.

These accounts of successful alumni in metallurgy will unfold the story.

ONE branch of chemical engineering which is forms of steel developed.
very active today is that of metallurgy. Each After graduation, Lester C. Crome, Ch: E. '21,

year finds increasing numbers of chemical en- became a metallurgist with the Dayton Malleable
gineering students branching off to specialize in Iron Company. Here he fortified his college theory
this field and to hold positions in their chosen and practice with actual experience in making
profession. metals meet control specifications. As metallur-

What about the chemical engineers who spe- gist he is responsible for all metallurigical opera-
cialize in metallurgy? What kind of jobs do they tions. He must see that the product is exactly
acquire and hold after graduation? There follows what is called for and that quality is maintained
a representative group of graduates who have at all times.
achieved the goal of a position in metallurgy As a freshman, Martin F. Milligan, Ch. E. '29,
through their knowledge of the subject. started his co-op work with the Lunkenheimor

Gustave F. Albrandt, Ch. E. '05, one of U. C.'s Company here in Cincinnati. Upon graduation
first chemical engineers, has risen steadily in he became a full-time employee in the metallur-
achieving success. Starting as one of the two gical department; today he is the assistant metal-
chemists in the open hearth laboratory of the lurgist, in charge of the laboratory at the Carth-
American Rolling Mill Company, Mr. Albrandt age plant, where all iron and steel melting is done.
experimented with new products and learned In this position Mr. Milligan supervises the con-
the qualities and make-up of existing products. trol work on raw materials, processes and prod-
When he advanced to the sales department ucts, and experiments with new methods and
this knowledge enabled him to back his selling products.
points with actual experience. By 1918 Mr. Willia,m H. Hoppenjans, Jr., Ch. E. '35, is em-
Albrandt had become Sales Manager, and in 1937 ployed with the Detroit Rex Products Company.
he was made Assistant Vice President. Mr. AI- This company promotes metal cleaning and fin-
brandt sums up his work in this capacity as fol- ishing processes, particularly the solvent degreas-
lows: "No business can remain static, but must ing process, which is widely used industrially for
continually seek new outlets for its products and the removal of oils and greases from materials in
services. Along with the usual duties of a sales process of manufacture. Knowledge of metallur-
or commercial executive, and the special assign- gical processes and compounds served as rein-
ments which come up from time to time, it is my forcements to Mr. Hoppenjans' selling technique
responsibility to groom for their commercial de- and today he is divisional sales manager. In this
but the new products we are developing from capacity he coordinates the activities of sales
time to time, and to investigate and to determine representatives, employs and trains new men for
the possibilities of products which we might be his territory and supervises the Cleveland office
in posit.ion to make or for which we would wish of the company.
to equip ourselves to manufacture." Robert E. Getter, Ch, E. '36, became interested

As we all know, Armco has grown to be one of in the steel industry long before entering U. C.;
the largest steel companies in the country. As this fact served as a reason for specializing in
proof we may compare Mr. Albrandt's $55 month- metallurgy in the chemical engineering course.
ly starting salary with the $25 weekly unskilled After receiving his degree, Mr. Getter was em-
laborer's wages of today; or we may compare the ployed as metallurgist for the American Rolling
700 employees of 1905 with the 17,583 employees Mill Company; last year he changed to the sales
of 1939. department, in which capacity he is now covering

In his association with Armco during this period the Peoria, Illinois district, selling ,iron and steel
of rapid mechanical and technological progress, sheets, plates and strip. He also bases selling
Mr. Albrandt has seen yesterday's luxuries turned points on actual laboratory experience with the
into today's necessities as new and less expensive products.
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THE FLOW SHEET SEEN AND HEARD WITH
. . 1940 GRADUATES

Along with other news about chemical engi- UITE bi ·
neering there comes that of a semi-annual alum- Q a It of snooping around was necessary
nal magazine, "The Flow Sheet" which is sent . to find out what last year's graduates are do-
to all alumni in an attempt to keep them in con- m~, but here's the news. Let's see · · · there was
tact with the University, and to let them know Bili Belt.z, Bus. Ad., keeping house with three oth-
how the department is developing. The first issue, er guys In a bachelor ~partment · · · ~alter Black-
which came out this past August, was dedicated b~rn: BU~. A.d.: keepIng. the books In order for
to one of the "grand old men" of the Chemical Cincinnati Milling M~chIne Company · · · Joseph
Department, Dr. Henry Max Goettsch, professor Corre, Ch, E., developmg new kinds of paint with
emeritus. In addition to the feature article about the ~owe Brothers · · · Thomas Kennedy, C. E.,
Dr. Goettsch, the August issue contains an inter- ~:lpmg t~e ~uste~ C?~pany bui!d a new foundry
eating article on the enlargement of the Chem- ~ t?e Cincinnati Milling Machine Company · · ·
istry Building with pictures of the building and Wtl~tam Calhoun, Com. E., turning out Diesel
the new equipment which has been installed. ?ngIneS .for the General Machinery Company up
There is a very chatty column entitled "Have you m .Hamllton · · · George Little, E. E., in Detroit
Heard That ... " giving the news and where- ~om~ res~arch wor~ at the Chrysler Institute of
abouts of some of the Ch. E. alumns. ngrneermg · · · Bili Ammon, C. E., not leaving

campus, but advancing to Graduate School for
One of the announcements of special interest work in Public Administration (turning into an-

to those in the vicinity of Cincinnati, was that other pol~tician) · · · Herb List, Bus. Ad., joining
of the inauguration of a current series of free forces WIth fellow alumni to help the Evening
evening lectures open to graduates only. The lee- ~ollege run smoothly · · · Bill Oeh, Ch. E., jump-
tures, which are intended to acquaint the grad- l~~ ~rom football into making atomizers. at De-
nates with recent trends in some of the chemical 'IlbISS Company · · · Ed Pandorf, Com. E., mak-
engineering fields, are being held in the new ing gas and electricity which John White, E. E.,
chemistry auditorium; complete information can distributes for the Cincinnati Gas and Electric
be obtained from Dr. S. B. Arenson. 'Company · · · E. E. Bellonby, Bus. Ad., out of

the draft but in the U. S. Army as a commissioned
At a recent meeting, Dr. E. F. Farnau of the officer · · · Bert Hudson, E. E., with the Trumbull

Chemical Engineering Department discussed late Electric Company designing electric switches ...
developments in Physical Chemistry. The subject Clifford Rybolt, Bus. Ad., starting near the top as
presented on January 16 was Industrial Colloids. Vice President and Secretary of the Rybolt Heat-
Three lecturers of the evening were: W. F. ing Company. · · Bill Warner, Ch, E., moving bag
Schnazle, Ch. E. '27, of the Patent Department and baggage over to Charleston, W. Va. to join
of the Procter and Gamble Company; Clark B. that branch of the Du Pont organization . . .
Rose, Ch. E. '33, of the Chemical Products Cor- Bob Shoemaker, C. E., building highways all
poration; Joseph Rockhoff, Ch. E. '24, of the Day- around Middletown for the Ohio State Highway
ton Rubber Manufacturing Company. On Febru- Commission... Stanley Eisenberg, Bus. Ad.,
ary 26, Dr. R. O. McDuffie of the Chemical En- brushing up on administration with executive
gineering Department will speak on Metallurgy; training at Shillito's · .. Bob Dalton, Bus. Ad.,
on March 18, Paper Technology will be discussed helping the building boom by selling windows and
by Alex J. Wildman, Ch. E. '27, and Daniel doors for "bungalows built for two" for the Nor-
Frientes, Ch. E. '26, both of the Champion Paper wood Sash and Door Company · · · Bob J. Kamp,
and Fiber Company. Bus. Ad., dropping basketball to take up bread-

making at the Kroger Groeery and Baking Com-
Also included are photographs of some of the pany ... Joseph Clark, Ch, E., investigating river

faculty in action and a directory of 1940 gradu- pollution for the U. S. Public Health Service ...
ates. Editor William Licht, Jr. (Ch. E. '37) re- Bob Hunter, Ch. E., moving to Basic Science to
ports that future issues will be devoted to some do some graduate research and hoping to get an-
particular phase of departmental activity, such other degree some day ... Frederick Zimmer,
as student activities and graduate work. The de- Com. E., rushing airplane production for the Ben-
partment feels that this publication will help to dix Aviation Corporation at South Bend ... Fran-
unite the graduate more closely with the Univer- cis Wissel, E. E., transmitting programs to us
sity and will assure them that they are not for- from the Crosley Radio Corporation-the man
gotten as soon as they receive their sheepskins. behind the panel!
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POWER FROM THE ATOM
Martin Littmann, Ch.E. '41

The discovery of uranium fission in 1939 and further research last ye~r have

given birth to hope that the atom some day may be harnessed as a power source.

EARLY in the year 1940 there occurred a most that in the white, silvery metal, uranium, lies the
remarkable explosion which no one saw or essence of a new tool for men of the twentieth

heard. Although it released an estimated 20,000,- century-atomic fuel?
000 electron volts, it lacked the punch to tickle
even a flea. An image on a photographic plate was DEVELOPMENT OF ATOMIC PHYSICS
the only evidence of its occurrence; yet the news The story of the development of atomic physics
of the explosion of an atom of uranium 235 ap- leading up to the discovery of uranium 235 is
peared on the front page of the "New York fascinating indeed. The technique of hurling high-
Times," and its significance may be noted for cen- speed projectiles at the tiny target offered by an
turies to come. The spark produced by the atom of atom was first developed by Lord Rutherford 20
uranium as it was dashed to pieces not only af- years ago in his quest to discover the structural
fected the emulsion of a nearby photographic nature of the atom's minute stronghold, the nu-
plate, but it also kindled the flame of a hope that cleus. Since then two things have greatly ad-
mankind might be able to harness the tremendous vanced this work: the discovery of the neutron
energy of infinitely small atoms. and the development of the cyclatron, a machine

About 35 years ago, the bushy-haired, German- for hurling neutrons at high velocities.
Swiss physicist, Albert Einstein, advanced the Supposedly, an atom consists of a dense small
epochal idea that matter and energy are inter- core called the nucleus, surrounded by negatively
changeable according to a definite mathematical charged particles, electrons, which vibrate in the
relationship. (E == me', where E == energy, m == region near their nucleus, The nucleus contains
mass, C == velocity of light). If the atoms which a number of positively charged particles, or pro-
we think make up matter could be tapped for tons (equal in amount to the atomic number),
their reserves of energy, each pound mass, said along with a number of neutrons, particles having,
Dr. Einstein, would release ten billion kilowatt no electrical charge. The mass of a neutron is
hours of electricity-enough to supply all the elec- equal to the mass of a proton, and the sum of
trieal power needs of the United States for one protons and neutrons constitutes practically the
month. Thus the disintegration of insignificant entire mass of the atom. (A proton or neutron
quantities of matter could provide incomprehen- weighs 1850 times as much as an electron.) Since
sibly vast sources of power-for evil destruction the atom is electrically neutral, the number of
or for the constructive advancement of civiliza- electrons about the nucleus must equal the num-
tion. ber of protons in the nucleus, or the atomic

But -the enthusiasm of pseudoscientists, who number. For example, ordinary uranium with
set to work calculating how many teaspoonfuls atomic weight 238 has 92 protons and 146 neu-
of water would drive a ship across the Atlantic, trons in the nucleus, surrounded by 92 electrons.
was drowned by the apparent impossibility of Isotopes of an element, as for example uranium
accomplishing such miracles. The process of 235, are identical chemically but contain fewer or
bombarding atoms to release their energy would more neutrons. Uranium 235 has only 143 neu-
require the expenditure of far more power than trons in its nucleus. The projectiles used in shoot-
would be received. Moreover, since the atoms in ing at the nucleus are alpha particles, protons,
matter are so far apart-like planets in our solar deutrons and neutrons; these enter the nucleus
system-power-releasing hits on atoms would be and usually one of the four particles named is
rare indeed. Einstein comments that the bom- ejected with the liberation of considerable energy
bardment would, be as futile as trying to "shoot and a change in the atomic weight or atomic num-
ducks on a dark night in the country where there ber.
weren't apt to be any ducks." Hopes of using atomic bombardment to produce

Now again the dream of atomic power looms power were revived briefly when Cockroft and
ever more closely across the horizon. Can it be Walton published experiments in which they ob-
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tained alpha particles with energies of 8,000,000 such as radium and uranium. Uranium, being the
electron volts, through the bombardment of lith- heaviest of all elements, apparently requires the
ium by protons of relatively low energy. (An absorption of only one additional neutron into its
electron volt is the energy required to raise the nucleus to upset its stability. The protons lie
potential of an electron by one volt.) However close together in the nucleus in open violation
the expense of the process was too great to be of the law of repulsion of like- charges. Ninety-
compensated by the low returns of energy. two, the atomic number of uranium, seems to be

The really big sensation which is causing so the maximum number of protons which can exist
much current popular interest was created by the together with sufficient binding energy to prevent
"fission" of uranium by two Germans, Hahn and disruption.
Strassman, just last year. Instead of the release The fission of uranium was baffling because of
of particles having a few million electron volts of the extremely low neutron potential (1/40 volt)
energy and subsequent slight reduction in atomic necessary to produce the explosion. Fissions also
weight (as had been the usual result of nuclear occurred with neutrons of 25 volts and 5,000,000
bombardment), there occurred in the "fission," or electron volts potential. Professor Niels Bohr,
bull's-eye hit with a neutron on the nucleus, a Nobel Prize winner of the University of Copen-
veritable explosion producing two new atoms of hagen, and Dr. John Wheeler of Princeton ad-
about equal weight and with the release of about vanced the idea that some isotope of uranium,
200,000,000 electron volts and one or two new probably uranium 235, was responsible for the
neutrons. Here, indeed, was a remarkable fissions by low-potential, "thermal" neutrons.
example of the transformation of mass into
energy and the transmutation of elements. The ISOLATION OF ISOTOPES
fragmentary atoms produced by fissions are not Accordingly, research workers set out on the
always the same and some twenty of these radio- task of isolating the isotopes of uranium. In nat-
active byproducts have been identified as anti- ural uranium ores the ratio of uranium 238 to
mony, tellurium, and arsenic. It has long been uranium 235 is 139 and the ratio to uranium 234
known that atoms of high atomic number are un- is 17,000. On March 3, 1940, DT. Alfred O. Nier
stable and account for radioactivity in elements of the University of Minnesota reported to the
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Dr. K. H. Kingdon and Dr. H. C. Pollock, who have isolated uranium - 235.
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Physical Review the results of bombardment of contains too great an amount of uranium 238,
samples of uranium 238 and uranium 235, which which does not explode when hit by thermal neu-
he had separated in his mass spectrograph and trons, for any chair reaction to proceed-hence
had taken to Columbia University for bombard- the need for pure uranium 235.
ment in the cyclatron. Using neutrons slowed According to calculations, the fission of uranium
down by passage through paraffin, he obtained can release 200,000,000 electron volts per atom,
practically no fissions with uranium 238, whereas whereas the' combustion of one atom of carbon
he obtained a fission every minute or two with (such as coal) results in only 4 electron volts.
uranium 235. His sample of uranium 235 also This stupendous advantage of 50,000,000 to 1 for
contained a trace of uranium 234, since he was practical purposes of comparison must be divided
not able to make a complete separation; however, by 20 (ratio of atomic weights) and again by
it is unlikely that uranium 234 was responsible 139, the ratio of uranium 238 to uranium 235 in
for the fissions. This work was corroborated at common uranium ores. The advantage ratio thus
Columbia University with samples produced by computed is about 17,000. The cost of uranium
K. H. Kingdon and H. C. Pollock of General Elec- oxide at current figures is about $2 per pound-
tric in their mass spectrograph. the price of 2000 pounds of coal. Accordingly,

One of the most important results of the fission the cost of producing a pound of uranium 235
of uranium 235 is the release of thermal neutrons can be only 8.5 times that of mining a ton of coal
during or immediately after the impact. Could in order for uranium to compete on an economic
not these neutrons replace the neutron which basis with othe-r fuels. The demand for uranium
started the original fission and thus start a "chain would create price increases, and it is uncertain
reaction"? Once started, could the reaction con- how long the high-grade ores would last.
tinue much as the ordinary chemical combustion The scientific world awaits the separation of
of coal after ignition? The answer to such ques- uranium 235 in large quantities. Large deposits
tions awaits only the separation of uranium 235 of uranium ores are found in Germany, Canada,
in greater amounts than the previous maximum Belgian Congo, England and Colorado. It has
of 1/100,000,000 ounce produced in the mass been rumored that Hitler has ordered research
spectrograph. If a chain reaction could be made on the problem at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute
to take place, a new and wonderful source of in Berlin. Already chemists and physicists have
energy would become available, and mechanical put a dent in the big job. Dr. Alfred Nier, by use
means of harnessing the power would be relatively of his mass spectrograph, vaporized uranium
simple. It has been proposed that uranium 235 bromide, bombarded the vapor with a stream of
could be immersed as: a block in a tank of water electrons, drew the ionized uranium vapors
which would serve the dua( purpose of slowing through a slit, accelerated the particles to 1000
down the reaction and generating steam. A small volts and then passed them through the poles of
piece of metallic uranium could be sealed into an a large electromagnet in a semi-circular tube,
automobile to provide power during the entire where they collided with nichrome plates and
life of the car. The developments possible in air- accumulated as thin metallic films. The appara-
craft with such a novel source of power would be tus operated much as a powerful centrifuge, sep-
completely revolutionary. arating the heavier uranium 238 from the lighter

OBSTACLES ALSO ENORMOUS uranium 235. Prospects of using this technique
Just as the potentialities of uranium 235 are for preparing appreciable quantities of uranium

enormous, so also are, the obstacles to be overcome 235 are rather scanty, since the most which has
before these miracles can become an accomplished been separated thus is a microscopic 1/100,000,000

. fact, though no one can say the obstacles are in- ounce. Recently Kransy-Ergen, of the Werner
surmountable. Grens Institute in Stockholm, attacked the prob-

It has not yet been ascertained whether the lem using "thermal diffusion" tubes. These are
number of neutrons generated in a fission is suf- concentric tubes, one of which is heated while the
ficient to effect further fissions and thus maintain other is kept cool. Convection currents carry the
a chain reaction. Although loss to the surround- lighter uranium 235 to the top. Using the vapor
ings of neutrons which never hit any nearby of uranium fluoride, it has been calculated that the
nuclei of uranium could be compensated for by an concentration of uranium 235 at the top would
increase in the amount of uranium 235 used, increase 6.7 times in 80 days. With a 33-foot tube
some loss undoubtedly will occur through absorp- 4 centimeters in diameter, 42.8 milligrams con-
tion of neutrons in the formation of heavier, ra- taining 4.870 uranium 235 could be drawn off
dioactive isotopes of uranium. Ordinary uranium (Continued on Page 30)
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ENGINEERING ETHICS
Carl Lohrey, Com.E. '41

EVERY engineer at some time in his career is which might influence his judgment or impair the
confronted with problems that do not involve disinterested quality of his services."

mathematics. The following cases are problems American Society of Mechanical Engineers
of ethics which, in various forms, may require de- PROBLEM 5
cisions by the engineer. The reader may verify You have a friend who, because of previous ex-
his answers by noting the accompanying quota- perience, knows where and how to get _profes-
tions from the codes of ethics of various engineer- sional work which you are capable of doing.
ing societies. Should you pay him for securing these jobs?
PROB'LEM 1 "He ~vill refrain from using any improper or

You have worked for a concern for a number questionable methods of soliciting professional
of months and discover that the enterprise is of a work, and will decline to payor to accept com-
questionable nature, yet not illegal. Should you missions for securing such work."
remain with the enterprise? American Society of Mechanical Engineers

"It is the duty of the engineer to satisfy himself !;>ROBLEM 6
to the best of his ability that the enterprises with In designing a new product a fellow engineer
which he becomes identified are of legitimate char- has made a mistake which, if not remedied, may
acter. If, after becomina associated with an en- possibly result in financial ruin of the company.
terprise, he finds it to be of questionable char- You have checked his computations and informed
acter, he should sever connection with it as soon him of his error. He refuses to reinvestigate his
as possible." findings and computations and has already given

Americaoi Institute of Electrical Engineers his report to his superior, a man without tech-
PROBLEM 2 nical training. What should you do?

You are developing a new process for your com- "An engineer may not 'go beyond and defraud
pany, Should you discuss it with others outside his brother' by any underhanded act or method.
the company who have no interest in it and who He may not do or say anything which will injure
could not possibly profit from the information? his brother's reputation. or his business for the

"He will regard as confidential any information purpose of securing his own advancement or
obtained by him as to the business affairs and profit. This admonition carries with it no obliga-
technical methods or processes of a client or tion to refrain from telling lcnoum and absolute
employer." truth about an unworthy brother, as a protection

American Society of Mechanical Engineers to others; but the truth so told must be such as
PROBLEM 3 can be substamiiated, and he who tells it must have

Your employer has asked your opinion about the courage iohich. will not shrink from the con-
certain plans, and you have reported them as un- sequence of his telling."
safe. He orders you to use the plans. To refuse American Association of Engineers
means that you will incur his displeasure and pos- PROBLEM 7
sibly lose your job. What should you do? An engineer advertises his services as follows:

"The engineer owes his client allegiance de- "Experienced, capable engineer available for con-
manding his most conscientious service. But con- sultation in construction field. Hundreds of com-
scientious service to the client must never entail pletely satisfied clients testify to the value of my
a surrender of personal convictions of truth and work." Would you use such an advertisement?
fright." "An engineer seeking to build up his business

American Association of Engineers may not resort to self-laudation in advertising.
PROBLEM 4 He may state briefly the lines of work in which

You are regularly employed by one company. he has had experience, enumerat-e responsible po-
Another company in an entirely different business sitions which he has held and give his references."
field wants you to work for them after your regu- American Association of Engineers
lar working hours. What should you do? PROBLEM 8

"He will inform a client or employer of any An engineer is employed by a company to de-
business connections, interests or affiliations sign a box-making machine. While completing
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this work he independently invents an automatic PROBLEM 12
toaster. Can he regard the toaster invention as You and a fellow engineer have developed a new
his own property? process for your employer. On numerous occa-

"All work and results accomplished by the en- sions your superior has asked you to report per-
gineer in the form of inventions, plans, designs or sonally to the president of the company, who has
other records that are outside the field of engineer- been very interested in the project. In these re-
ing for which a client or employer has retained quests he has never included your fellow engineer,
him should be regarded as the engineer's property whom you feel to be equally capable of making
unless there is an agreement to the contrary." these reports. In your last interview with the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers president he gave you the impression that he
PROBLEM 9 thought you were the only one connected with

An engineer is employed to supervise the con- the project. You are also aware that someone will
struction of a building. The concrete contractor be needed to supervise the installation of the new
wishes to avoid costly replacements that might process. What should you do?
arise from improper pouring in cold weather. He "The engineer should take care that credit for
offers to pay an additional fee to the supervising engineering work is attributed to those who, so
engineer to insure proper care. Should the su- far as his knowledge of the matter goes, are the
pervising engineer accept? real authors of the work."

"It shall be considered unprofessional to accept American Institute of Electrical Engineers
any trade commissions, discounts, allowances or
any indirect profit or consideration in connection Aerial Mapping with TVA
with any work which he is engaged to design or (Continued from Page 15)
superintend, or in connection with any profes- hundred feet to compare with the property photo-
sional business which may be entrusted to him." graphs. First, all primary control points are

American Institute of Consulting Engineers plotted by their coordinates. Every photograph
PROBLEM 10 containing three primary control points can then

A customer sends in drawings for a part to be be oriented under the control sheet by the three-
used in adapting your product to his. This part point method, as used in plan~-table s~rveyin~.
can be very easily used in adapting your product T~e photo center of each oriented picture IS
to that of another customer. Should you use the pricked onto the roll, and rays ar.e drawn fr.om
part on the second customer's equipment? this center through each control point, both prrm-

"When an engineer or manufacturer builds ap- ary and secondary.
paratus from designs supplied to him by a cus- Intervening photographs which do not contain
tomer, the designs remain the property of the pr~mary control points ar.e oriented by me~ns of
customer and should not be duplicated by the en- azimuth control Image points, one point being as
gineer or manufacturer for others without ex- ne~r the photo center as can be found and two
pressed permission. When the engineer or manu- pomts being located near the upper and lower
facturer jointly work out a design and plans or edges of ~?e. photo~raph, res~ect,~velY. This
develop inventions, a clear understanding should method of ~zImuth hne. traversmg keeps the
be reached before beginning the work regarding photographs m corr~ct ~hgn.m,;nt un~er t~e con-
the respective rights of ownership in any inven- t:ol sheet, and the raying-in of pomts IS con-
tions designs or matters of similar nature that tmued from the top of the sheet to the bottom,
may 'result." checks being made at the end of the strip. At

American Institute of Electrical Engineers least three rays are drawn to each control point,
eachray being from a different photo center. This

PROBLEM 11 is comparable to locating the definite position of
A client wants you to review the work of an- a point by lining in it from three plane-table sta-

other engineer. Is it necessary for you to inform tions. The control points thus established are
the other engineer of your plans to review his free from the displacement error in the picture
work before accepting the job? due to the relief of the ground.

"A member of the Society of Industrial Engi- After all control points have been established
neers shall review the work of another Industrial on the control sheets, the photographs are sent
Enqineer for the same client only with his lcnoiol- to the field along with the preliminary land map
edge and consent unless s-uch Industrial Engi- and copies of the deeds. Using each photograph
neer's connection with the work has ceased." as a plane-table sheet, the surveyor locates and

American Society of Industrial Engineers describes all property lines, corners, topographic
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features and property improvements. The latter Th t T h St k
. - I d "b ildi - a oug eaInc u es UI mgs, roads, bridges, trails, springs .
and orchards. Property is plotted only within (Continued from Page 21)
the usable area of each photograph. Along with the purpose of keeping shrinkage losses at a mini-
the mapping, a property inventory sheet is filled mum. The relative humidity may be extended to
out for each tract of land, giving the name of the a range of eighty-five to ninety per cent instead
owner and the number and kinds of improvements of the usual range of seventy to eighty-three per
on the tract. The reservoir pool contour is map- cent. It is kept at this higher range for the three
ped onto the photographs, along with two or three ~tages of the Tenderay Process-tenderizing, chill-
buying contours, in order that the property sev- ~ng and storing. The meat is prevented from dry-
erance lines may be located. mg out, and losing juices to the cooling coils, be-

Tracts under twenty acres, the bounds of which cause the air, like a wet sponge, is unable to
are very difficult to establish from aerial photo- absorb more moisture. Consequently, the freshly
graphs, are mapped on plane-table sheets to a cut surfaces are kept moist and bright, and the
much larger scale than usual. These photographs daily meat losses usually encountered are elimi-
are later reduced to the correct scale and are nated.
matched onto the control sheet. However, the combination of higher tempera-

Upon completion of field work, the photographs tures ar~d a more humid atmosphere presents
are sent back to the office, where all property ideal conditions for the growth of bacteria and
corners are transferred to the control sheet. All mold. Therefore, if the process of tenderizing is
corners which are photo image points can be 10- to be successful, there must be a safe bactericidal
cated directly by the radial-line method. To plot agent present to- prevent their growth and the
corners, it is necessary first to locate image points consequent putrefaction of the beef. The Steri-
near the corners, ray them in on the control sheet lamp, as applied in the Tenderay Process, is the
and then hold to them when pricking the prop- only agent that will kill these bacteria and molds
erty corners. The names of the owners and the effectively.
descriptions of the corners are also added to the Experiments have shown that the temperature
control sheet. of 60° F. is preferable for processing, because at

Information concerning each tract may be appreciably lower temperatures the processing
obtained in a variety of ways. Acreages are ~erlOd IS t?O long, and at higher temperatures it
obtained in most cases by means of a planimeter' IS rather difficult to prevent "over-processing" or
bearings are read with a drafting machine "under-processing." This temperature enables
oriented on the "grid lines"; distances are scaled. the enzymes to tenderize the meat in about three
Every figure obtained in this manner is checked days. After it has been tenderized, the meat is
by a second draftsman. taken carefully to a cooler, for it is so soft and

Following a land map layout plan, the drafts- flabby that it m~ght fall from the bone. In the
men trace the property lines from the control cooler the meat IS allowed to cool throughout to
sheets to land map sheets, which are 26 inches by the temperature of 33° F. Then it is taken to the
36 inches in size. All remaining map features storage room and.store? at 36° F. This low stor-
are traced directly from the photographs, includ- age temperature IS de.slrable than more economi-
ing the pool and buying contours, buildings, cal and p.er~Is~Ible higher t~mperatures because
wooded areas, roads, springs and orchards. The the beef IS r igid for butchering,
owners' names, the total acreages, the detailed SUCCESSFUL IN USE
acreages of cleared and wooded land and the A I· ti
bearings and distances are added to the map. .pp rca IOn of the proce~s. has been made to

entire beef carcasses, permitting the tenderizinz
The final land maps, as handed over to the land of the toughest cuts su h t k Th fl b.. ti d t t c as s ea s. e avor

acquisi Ion epar men, are classed by the ex- of the meat Js J . bl It dO... d 1 d·· IS mapprecia y a ere · The JUICI-
perrence an buyers and tItle examiners em- ness is greatly increased h·l" .. ".

1 d b th A th itv as the most sati ' w I e grammess ISp aye y e u orr y as th~ most s.atIsfactory lessened. The general effect is to advance the beef
they have ever used. Comparisons WIth transit- at least one grade in general palatabilit .
tape surveys show that the acreages are correct Thus the problem fIt· t idithi ' 0 se ec mg a en er steak
WI In one p\er cent, that the corners are good no longer faces Mrs Average A · COtO

ithi tift" th f . · merrcan I izenWI m one- .ie 0 an mc~ on the map (ten feet She will not find that the expensive "hung" steaks
on the gro~nd), and that n:nety per cent of the of the restaurant are any tenderer than th
~ontours will be correct within one-half of the she buys. Her ears can forget the howl ea~:~~
Interval. "that tough steak."
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A GI e Toward Culture by a general course in orientation. Collateral read-
anc ing of carefully selected books, such as those rec-

(Continued from Page 8) ommended by Professor Atwood Townsend's com-
their presentation, we finally placed the greatest mittee, may be recognized as a basis for the grant-
emphasis upon the spirit and attitude of the stu- ing of credit, preferably for qualitative, rather
dent himself. Cultural development may be en- than quantitative, achievement. A further con-
couraged, but it cannot be forced upon an.y on~. tribution, important though indirect, lies in the
In the strict sense, it cannot be taught, SInce It encouragement of student participation in musi-
is a by-product of the individual's contact with a cal, dramatic, art, and literary organizations.
body of knowledge or an eesthetic experience. This Since the acquisition of culture is continuous-
contact must evoke some sort of spontaneous re- and really life-long, the ultimate question concerns
action, or it is worthless. The student who spent what the graduate will do with the activities which
several weeks reading an assigned novel because have been started or accelerated during his col-
his roommate mischievously shifted the bookmark lege course. An ancient philosopher mentioned
every now and then, was hardly in a position to by Socrates criticized a contemporary for saying,
benefit by a cultural course in literature. A self- "It is hard to be good," when he should have said,
starting attitude and a genuine interest are nec- "It is hard to bec.ome good." Absolute culture,
essary. Carelessness or indifference, to say noth- like absolute goodness, cannot be assumed to exist.
ing of hostility, can render ineffective the most The term is relative, and the individual's problem
elaborate program of cultural studies. But if (and privilege) is that of a progressive approach
appreciation and intellectual initiative cannot be toward an always unattainable ideal. The final
directly transferred they can be awakened, and test will come in that important phase of the
here the responsibility rests largely with the educational process which a whimsical commenta-
school. Notwithstanding a crowded curriculum, tor has called "resuscitation after apparent grad-
in which cultural elective courses are at an almost uation."
hopeless disadvantage in competition with essen-
tial technical studies, the idea of a well-rounded Power from the Atom
development can be kept constantly before the
student. If the institution's policy is to make him (Continued from Page 26)
see that without collateral interests to supplement per day. Even with the thermal diffusion tube,
his bread-~nd-butter training he is missing some- which gives at least a whiff of quantitive produc-
thing that is important and even indispensable to tion, there is doubt whether the cost of heating
him, he will be likely to find opportunities for and cooling the tubes would be balanced by the
himself. At any rate, he will make the most of energy obtainable from the uranium 235 produced.
the limited possibilities which are now available, Even if the attempt to wrest a new source of
and the period of his concentration upon spe- power from uranium should never bring success,
.cialized training will not interfere seriously with eventually the production of radioactive materials
his normal cultural development. and neutrons in large amounts may prove to be

Of course an academic situation which is de- of far greater importance through medical, bi-
scribed in such negative terms as "limited possi- ological and physical research. As Enrico Fermi,
bilifies" and "non-interference" is far from satis- 1938 Nobel Prize winner in Physics from Colum-
factory. The development of anyone's cultural bia, puts it, "Although there is only a chance of
interests is a positive matter, and it is necessarily success, the stakes appear large enough to justify
a continuous process. For the college authorities some gambling.
to content the~selves with a laissez-faire policy ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

would be as unwise as for them to go to the op- Open Every Evening Except Tuesday and Thursday

posite extreme and attempt the forcible feeding
of culture. Freedom~ ,but freedom under guidance, J0 HN SCHWARZ
is generally recognized as a sound educational I

principle. Within the latitude implied by this prin- FINE FOOTWEAR
ciple the school can provide means for awakening 754 AND 756 EAST McMILLAN STREET
the student's latent abilities, particularly those WALNUT HILLS
which are primarily critical or creative. Courses, b
not too casually elective, may be offered in at Phone WOod urn 9728
least some of the humanities and may be dis- Vine-Norwood, North Norwood, Zoo-Eden Park and

tributed strategically throughout the undergrad- Crosstown Cars Pass the Door

uate period. In some cases they may be introduced
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What kind of Math
do you call this?
It sounds crazy-hut let's see how it would he per-
fectly possible in the telephone business.

Suppose an improved method is devised that
clips just one second from the time required to
handle one toll ticket in the accounting department.
Apply this method throughout the Bell System-
handling an average of some 55,000,000 toll tickets
each month-and it would effect a monthly saving
of nearly 1% years!

A second saved here, an unnecessary step cut
out there-on such close attention to ~{'little"things
rests the Bell System's ability to provide the finest,
fastest, cheapest telephone service in the world.

Why not telephone home often? Long Distance rates to most 4
points are lowest any night after 7 P. M. and all day Sunday. -
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Behind the Glamour Fluorescent Lighting

(Continued from Page 17) (Continued from Page 12)

has been the continuous printer. Until the incep- of glow which tends to maintain the light out-
tion of this machine, film was printed one frame put. With alternating current below 50 cycles
at a time, just as it was taken. But thisautoma- the flicker becomes noticeable, and at 25 cycles it
tic printer prints continuously both sound track is intolerable. But this fact makes little differ-
and picture, controls the intensity of exposure of ence, since about ninety-nine per cent of the
the print and operates in both directions. The power systems in this country operate at a fre-
raw positive film for the print is threaded into quency of 60 cycles. Most of the radio interfer-
the machine, together with sound and picture encc from fluorescent lamps has been elimina-
negatives. The machine lis turned on and opera- ted by the incorporation of a small filter con-
tes itself, automatically varying the exposure and denser in the can with the starting switch. In-
stopping when the print has been made. More terference is encountered occasionally when the
raw film is threaded, the direction of motion is re- lamp is placed too close to the radio antenna. A
versed and another print is started. After a distance of at least nine feet between the lamp
processing similar to that given the negative, the and the antenna is recommended by various, man-
print is ready for distribution. ufacturers.

PROJECTING MECHANISM HOME LIGHTING

The projector operates in a manner much like . In the realm o.f ho~e lighting,. architects may
th~t of the camera, having an intermittent mech- I~corporate. the lIgh~ Itself as an integral part o~
amsm to advance the film, a shutter to prevent t t e decoration. ThI~ fact h~s been ably d:~on
the light from hitting the screen during the s rated by the varIOUS f'airs and expositions
changing of frames and a light source to project of the last fe:v years. The shape. of .the. tubes
the pictures. The sound head has in it a light t:nds to p~ovIde a natu~al even dI.strIbu~lOn. of
of constant intensity which shines through the light that ,IS not economically .possIble. WIth m-
sound track. The sound track allows varying candescent lamps. Also there IS a desIr~ble .use
amounts of light to pass and to fall on a photo- of fluore~cent la~ps. for s?pplementary lighting.
tube. This motivates the circuit which converts Thus ordinary high-intensity lamps may be used
the impulses to sound. from .positi?ns in :vhich their heat radiation is

In addition to these elements there are numer- not disturbing, while the cool fluorescent lamps
ous essential and accessory items. Very fine rna! be placed to give supplementary Iighting at
lenses are prerequisite for sharp pictures, while desirable p~mts. !n stores and offices thI.S ar-
special equipment is necessary for animation rangement I~ particularly useful, be~ause It re-
work, color work and unusual effects. The in- duces to a rmrumum heat at the workmg surface.
creasingly critical nature of the public demands For advertising displays, fluorescent lamps may
a steady flow of development, improvement and be used in a variety of ways. For line illumin-
research. ation they are preferable to gas tubing because of

Thus the cams rotate and the wheels move 'to versatility and low cost. Another reason is that
bring finer motion pictures to the screen. such displays will not need the high voltage nec-

essary for ordinary gas tubing, and thus will be
safer for the general public. Fluorescent tubes
can now be obtained in seven different sizes,
ranging from the small 6-watt size to the 100-
watt lamp, which is five feet long. Besides
white and soft-white, lamps are available .in blue,
green, pink, red and natural daylight colors.

The future of fluorescent lamps falls back on
the usual complex triangle of the product, the
manufacturer and the public. Until the latter
two are willing to assume the financial risk of
producing or accepting the product on a large
scale, growth of the new fluorescent lamp must
remain dormant.
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There's a catch though; the bearing is a part of an
x-ray tube and operates in a high vacuum.The
tendency of oil and grease to vaporize under these
conditions makes it impossible to use ordinary
lubrican ts.

So G. E. X-Ray Corporation engineers Atlee
(Oregon State, '29), Filmer (Armour Tech, '31),
and Wilson (College of Emporia, '31) set to work
and developed a new lubricant-barium. When a
thin film of this metal was applied to the bearing,
its speed rose to over 3500 rpm, the noise of
operation was materially reduced, and the coasting
time was increased to eight minutes.

The benefit of these young men's research is not
limited to the x-ray field alone, for their findings
will apply equally well in all cases where rotating
devices operate in a vacuum.

, , ...•.#',,,

STOP THIEFl

BURGLARS and other criminals can no longer
hope that bad radio weather will increase

their chances of a getaway by gumming up police
radio. Atmospheric disturbances, ignition noises,
street car interference-in fact all the reception
devils that plague the life of radio police practically
disappear with the introduction of frequency
modulation, the new method of broadcasting
developed by Major E. H. Armstrong. Several two-
way FM installations have already been made.
One of the first was in Douglas County, Nebraska,
which recently installed a number of G-E trans-
mitters and receivers.

Among those responsible for many of the G-E
developments which have made two-way FM pos-
sible are I. R. Weir (Rose Poly, '21) and H. P.
Thomas (Harvard, '2s)-transmitter engineers;
and W. C. White (Columbia, '12) and K. C. De-
Walt (Iowa, '27)-vacuum tube engineers.

GARGANTUAN GARAGE

IFBur~in?ton Railroad official~would ~ive th~ir
perrmssion, you could drive their TWIn

Zephyrs into the newest kiln of the Permanente
cement mill in California and still have enough
room left over for a large freight car.

This cement kiln, one of the largest pieces of
rotating machinery in industry, measures 450 by
14 feet. I t will be used in furnishing 6,000,000
barrels of cement for the construction of Shasta
Dam.

GREASED LJGHTN J NG The kiln will be driven by a 200-hp G-E motor-

THIRTY-ONE hundred revolutions a minute the ~argest. ever b';lilt for t~is purpose an~ repre-
is lightning fast all right. But when a sen ting an innovatron In design as well as size.

bearing revolving at that speed makes more noise The big motor was tested by young engineering
than a boiler factory and coasts to a stop in 12 college graduates taking the General Electric Test
seconds, then it's time to look for a good lubricant. Course at Schenectady.

GENERAL. ELECTRIC.
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